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ABSTRACT: Metal additive manufacturing (AM) technologies have attracted a lot of interests from 
many industrial sectors due to its unlimited capability of producing complex geometries. Metal parts 
with complex shapes at large scales are highly demanded in marine and offshore (M&O) industries. 
The aim of this paper is to ascertain the feasibility of Additive Manufacturing (to be more specific 
Laser Engineered Net Shaping) of ASTM A131 EH 36 steel. After doing mechanical testing for LENS 
processed ASTM A131 EH 36 samples, the LENS processed samples with horizontal build direction 
have much better mechanical properties comparing with conventionally made parts, however samples 
with vertical build direction or 45 degree vertical build directions have properties comparable or lower 
than parts made of conventional methods due to build defects. 
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1. BACKGROUND 
Metal additive manufacturing (AM) technologies have attracted a lot of interests from many industrial 
sectors due to its unlimited capability of producing complex geometries. Metal parts with complex 
shapes at large scales are highly demanded in marine and offshore (M&O) industries. To ascertain the 
feasibility of using laser AM techniques to process high strength, low alloy (HSLA) steels such as 
ASTM A131 (EH 36 grade) steel which has been common applied in M&O industries, an investigation 
on mechanical properties and fracture analysis is commenced. In the absence of a suitable metal AM 
system with large-scale printing capacity for this project, a preliminary study on additively 
manufactured small-scale samples is thus chosen as the first stage of the research. 
Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS) technology builds incremental additive layers by the 
simultaneous surface melting and material addition, usually in the form of metal powders or wire. The 
main advantages of using LENS are the higher deposition rates and no supporting structures required, 
compared with powder-bed fusion additive manufacturing (AM) methods such as selective laser 
melting (SLM) and electron beam melting (EBM). Thus, LENS is chosen for AM fabrication of A131 
EH 36 material. 
The ASTM A131 specification is the standard specification for structural steel plates primarily used in 
ship construction. Since high strength A131 EH36 steel is a low carbon, high tensile strength marine 
steel that has been engineered to be optimally long-lived shipbuilding steel, it is mainly used for the 
making and repairing of ship hulls, offshore oil drilling platform, platform pipe joints and other 
components. In this research, EH36 steel is explored as the potential material for ship hulls that are the 
most notable structural entity of a ship.  
Very few literatures could be found linking to processing of ASTM A131 EH36 steel, and most of 
them are related to welding [1][2]. Wu et al. investigated the potential of using SLM technology for 
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producing the A131 EH36 steel, and it is concluded that EH36 parts could be produced using SLM and 
this provided foundation work for the technical feasibility of fabricating high tensile strength steel 
components for the shipbuilding industry [3]. Park et al. investigated low-temperature fatigue crack 
propagation in A131 steel under random sea ice loading, and found that with decreased temperature, 
the yield and tensile strengths were increased while the elongation change was irregular, and the extent 
of fracture was increased as the temperature decreased [4]. Tsay et al. studied the influence of 
microstructure on the mechanical properties of EH36, and it was found after the hot rolling process, 
the microstructure was refined completely with respect to the rolling direction and the banded structure 
was reduced effectively. [5].  
For the LENS process, it is generally accepted that there is a high degree of anisotropy in the 
mechanical properties of stainless steels when built in a layer-by-layer fashion. Anisotropy is the 
property being directionally dependent, which implies different properties in different directions. Many 
works have been conducted on the anisotropy of AM-built parts [Kok Y et al. Materials and Design 
2018]. It was found that as the built height increases, the microstructure will tend to change from 
equiaxed grain to columnar grain and this inconsistency will lead to the anisotropic properties of the 
AM-built part. [6] There has not been any publications regarding fabrication of EH 36 steel using 
LENS process. A list consisting mechanical properties of LENS processed 316/316L properties is 
shown in Table 1. It could be seen that the mechanical properties are generally higher than those from 
conventional methods. 
 
Table 1: Comparison on mechanical properties of stainless steel 316/316L processed by LENS and 
conventional methods 

Process Material Yield 
strength 
(MPa) 

Tensile 
strength 
(MPa) 

Elongation 
(%) 

Reference 

LENS 316 593/448 907/870* 30/66 [7, 8] 

316 261 539 45 [52] 

316L 490/280 685/580 51/62 [10] 

316L 440 510 20 [11] 

316 487 970 44 [12] 

316 558/352 639/536 21/46 [13] 

Cast and 
annealed 

316L 235 560 55 [14] 

316 240 550 60 [14] 

Rolled 316L 380 585 45 [14] 

316 415 620 45 [14] 

*: Longitudinal/Transverse direction 
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3.1 Tensile  
The observations from Testing blocks shows that for specimens with horizontal build directions, 
porosities do exist, but no vital lack of fusion or large inclusion holes is founded. By image analysis 
method, the estimated density is 99.7 + 0.2%, which is considerably very high for LENS process. 
The results for tensile testing are shown in Table 3. It can be seen that the yield strength (YS) is 
generally higher than the ASTM minimum requirement. The ultimate tensile strengths (UTSs) for most 
orientations are above ASTM minimum requirement except that the UTS of XZ-45° sample is slightly 
below. For ductility, the XZ-45° and XZ-90° samples are below ASTM minimum requirement while 
other directions beyond the elongation requirement. 
Comparing the different orientations, it can be seen that XY-0° and XY-45° samples have much better 
properties than XZ-45° and XZ-90° samples, and the XZ-45° sample is the worst. This differentiation 
between orientations complies with literatures [7, 8] and could be due to different thermal history 
profiles. 

Table 3. Tensile properties of different orientations 
Orientation of 

Sample 
Yield Strength 

(MPa) 
Ultimate Tensile 

Strength 
Elongation 

XY-0° 612.3±21.1 708.7±10.4 28.0±0.9
XY-45° 599.7±5.5 695.3±2.1 33.3±0.3
XZ-45° 430.7±21.9 485.5±19.2 16.7±5.7
XZ-90° 532.7±4.9 579.8±28.2 18.1±7.5

ASTM Min 355 490 22 

SEM observations on samples from different orientations reveals that XZ-45° sample suffers from 
some large defects which is likely due to lack of fusion and existence of inclusions. Therefore, the low 
tensile properties could be a result of these fatal defects. For samples with good tensile properties it 
shows tension induced surfaces, and could observe dimple structures when zoomed in. 

3.2 High cycle fatigue properties 
After tensile testing, the fatigue test was conducted under 400 MPa at room temperature. It could be 
seen from Table 4 that under the same testing condition, the XY-45° samples have the longest fatigue 
life while XZ-90° samples suffer from the poorest fatigue properties. 

Table 4. Fatigue properties of samples printed in different orientations 
Orientation of 
Sample 

Max Applied Stress 
(MPa) 

Average Cycles Till 
Fracture 

XY-0° 400  5.6 * 10e5 
XY-45° 400 1.4 *10e6
XZ-45° 400 1.5 *10e5
XZ-90° 400 3 *10e4
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